Efficient interfaces between photons and quantum emitters form the basis for quantum networks and enable nonlinear optical devices operating at the single-photon level. We demonstrate an integrated platform for scalable quantum nanophotonics based on silicon-vacancy (SiV) color centers coupled to nanoscale diamond devices. By placing SiV centers inside diamond photonic crystal cavities, we realize a quantum-optical switch controlled by a single color center. We control the switch using SiV metastable orbital states and verify optical switching at the single-photon level by using photon correlation measurements. We use Raman transitions to realize a single-photon source with a tunable frequency and bandwidth in a diamond waveguide. Finally, 1 arXiv:1608.05147v1 [quant-ph]
we create entanglement between two SiV centers by detecting indistinguishable Raman photons emitted into a single waveguide. Entanglement is verified using a novel superradiant feature observed in photon correlation measurements, paving the way for the realization of quantum networks.
Efficient interfaces between photons and quantum emitters are central to applications in quantum science (1) (2) (3) but are challenging to implement due to weak interactions between single photons and individual quantum emitters. Despite advances in the control of microwave and optical fields using cavity and waveguide quantum electrodynamics (QED) to achieve strong interactions (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) , the realization of integrated quantum devices where multiple qubits are coupled by optical photons remains an outstanding challenge (10) . In particular, due to their complex environments, solid-state emitters have optical transitions that generally exhibit a large inhomogeneous distribution (10, 11) , rapid decoherence (8) and significant spectral diffusion, especially in nanostructures (12) . Moreover, most solid-state emitters appear at random positions, making the realization of scalable devices with multiple emitters difficult (11, 13) . Diamond platform for quantum nanophotonics. Our approach uses negatively-charged silicon-vacancy (SiV) color centers integrated into diamond nanophotonic devices. The SiV center is a point defect in diamond (14) with remarkable properties: its optical transitions are consistently nearly lifetime-broadened, and the inhomogeneous (ensemble) distribution of SiV transition frequencies can be on the order of the lifetime-broadened linewidth in high-quality bulk diamond (15) . These properties arise from the inversion symmetry of the SiV center which results in a vanishing permanent electric dipole moment for the SiV orbitals, dramatically reducing their sensitivity to electric fields (16) . The optical transitions are therefore protected from charge fluctuations that cause large inhomogeneous distributions and spectral diffusion (7, 12) . These properties allow SiV centers to be integrated into nanostructures while maintaining their coherence properties (17) .
The stable quantum emitters are integrated into one-dimensional diamond waveguides and photonic-crystal cavities with small mode volumes (V ) and large quality factors (Q). These nanophotonic devices are fabricated using angled reactive ion etching to scalably create freestanding single-mode structures starting from bulk diamond (18) (19) (20) . As an example, Fig. 1C shows structures consisting of an anchor for mechanical support, a notch for free space-waveguide coupling, a waveguide section on each side and a cavity (Fig. 1B) defined by a tapered set of holes. The measured cavity Q = 7200 (500) is limited predominantly by photon decay to the waveguide, so the system has high transmission on resonance. We measure the cavity mode profile and infer V ∼ 2.5(λ/n) 3 using a high and uniform density SiV ensemble (Fig. S4) .
To obtain optimal coupling between an individual SiV center and the cavity mode, we use a focused ion beam to implant Si + ions at the center of the cavities as illustrated in Fig. 1C .
To form SiV centers and mitigate crystal damage from fabrication and implantation, we sub- sequently anneal the sample at 1200
• C in vacuum (17) . This targeted implantation technique enables positioning of the emitters inside the cavity with close to 40 nm precision in all three dimensions (20) and control over the isotope and average number of implanted Si + ions. Unlike approaches where nanophotonic structures are fabricated around pre-characterized or randomlypositioned solid-state emitters (11, 13), we fabricate around 2000 SiV-cavity nodes on a single diamond sample with optimal spatial alignment. For example, Fig. 1D shows the fluorescence image of the array of cavities implanted with Si + ions in Fig. 1C . SiV fluorescence is detected at the center of each cavity, demonstrating high-yield creation of SiV-cavity nodes. The number of SiV centers created at each spot varies due to the Poisson distribution of the number of implanted Si + ions and the approximately 2% conversion yield from Si + to SiV (20) . For our experiments, we create an average of ∼ 5 SiV centers at each cavity. Because the individual SiVs can be subsequently resolved in the frequency domain, this results in nearly deterministic device creation such that the majority of SiV-cavity nodes on our chip can be used for the experiments described below. We characterize the coupled SiV-cavity system at 4 K in a helium cryostat (20) . As shown in Figs. 1B and S1, three optical beams are focused on the nanostructure to excite the waveguide mode (Channel 1), to detect fluorescence scattering and to control the SiV (Channel 2) and to detect transmission (Channel 3). In subsequent experiments (Figs. 4 and 5), efficient collection through tapered optical fiber is employed. We scan the frequency ν of the weak excitation laser across the SiV resonance ν 0 and monitor the transmitted and scattered field intensities (Fig. 1E) . We observe three fluorescence peaks in Channel 2 from three SiV centers in a single cavity (red curve in Fig. 1E ) (20) . At the same time, within the broad cavity transmission spectrum measured in Channel 3, each of these three resonances results in strong extinction of the cavity transmission indicating that all three SiV centers couple to the cavity mode.
The strength of the SiV-cavity coupling can be directly evaluated using the data presented in Fig. 1F . When the cavity is off-resonant with the emitter, the transition linewidth is ∆ν = 298 (5) MHz (Fig. 1F , yellow curve) and the excited state has a lifetime of τ e = 1.8 (1) ns. This is close to the lifetime-broadening limit of 90 MHz with additional nonradiative broadening likely due to a combination of finite-temperature effects (21) and residual spectral diffusion (17) . When the cavity is tuned into resonance (20) , the optical transition linewidth is radiatively broadened to ∆ν = 590 (30) MHz (Fig. 1F , red curve) with a corresponding measured reduction in lifetime τ e = 0.6 (1) ns (limited by detection bandwidth). At the same time, we find that a single SiV results in 38 (3)% extinction of the probe field in transmission (Fig. 1F , blue curve). Based on the radiative broadening shown in Fig. 1F , we infer a cooperativity of C = 4g 2 /κγ = 1.0 (1) for the SiV-cavity system with cavity QED parameters {g, κ, γ}/2π = {2.1, 57, 0.30} GHz where g is the single-photon Rabi frequency, κ is the cavity intensity decay rate, and γ is the SiV optical transition linewidth (20) . This cooperativity estimate is consistent with the measured transmission extinction when we account for effects associated with the multi-level structure of the SiV (see below). Quantum-optical switch based on a single SiV center. The coupled emitter-cavity system can be used to create strong interactions between single photons (2, 22) . When combined with additional metastable states, it can enable single-photon switching and quantum logic between single photons and SiV centers (23, 24) . To probe the nonlinear response of the SiV-cavity system, we repeat the transmission and linewidth measurements of Fig. 1F at increasing probe intensities. As expected (22, 25) , we find that the system response saturates at a level less than a single photon per Purcell-enhanced excited-state lifetime (Fig. 3A) , resulting in power broadening in fluorescence (∆ν) and reduced extinction in transmission (∆T /T ) (20) . We realize an all-optical switch with memory by optically controlling the metastable orbital states (26-28) of a single SiV (Fig. 2) . Specifically, we use a 30 ns long gate pulse to optically pump the SiV to an orbital state that is uncoupled (|u , Fig. 2A ) or coupled (|c , Fig. 2B ) to a weak probe field resonant with the cavity. The |u ↔ |e transition is detuned from the cavity and the probe field by 64 GHz. The response of the system to the probe field after the gate pulse is monitored both in transmission (Fig. 2C ) and in fluorescence (Fig. 2D) . If the gate pulse initializes the system in state |c (blue curves), the transmission is reduced while the fluorescence scattering is increased. Initializing the system in state |u (red curves) results in increased trans-mission and reduced fluorescence scattering. The observed modulation demonstrates switching of a weak probe pulse by a classical gate pulse. The switch memory time is limited by a thermal phonon relaxation process between |c and |u that depolarizes the system over τ 0 ∼ 10 ns at 4 K (21). In the steady state, we measure an approximately 65% probability for the SiV to be in state |c , consistent with the expected thermal occupation.
To investigate the optical nonlinearity and switching behavior at the single-photon level, we resonantly excite the SiV-cavity system with a weak coherent state and measure photon statistics of the scattered and transmitted fields. To this end, scattered and transmitted light are each split to two detectors (Fig. S1 ), allowing us to measure normalized intensity auto-correlations for the scattered (g T T (τ ), Fig. 3C ) fields as well as cross-correlations between the two channels (g (2) ST (τ ), Fig. 3D ). At short timescales determined by the excited state lifetime τ e , we observe strong antibunching of photons scattered by the SiV center (g (2) SS (0) = 0.15(4)), consistent with scattering from a single emitter. In transmission, the photons are strongly bunched with g (2) T T (0) = 1.50 (5) . This photon bunching in transmission results from the interference between the weak probe field and the anti-bunched resonant scattering from the SiV. The destructive interference for single photons yields preferential transmission of photon pairs and is a direct indication of nonlinear response at the single-photon level (22, 25) . In other words, a single photon in an optical pulse switches a second photon, and the system acts as a photon number router where single photons are scattered while photon pairs are preferentially transmitted. Finally, both bunching (g (2) ST (0) = 1.16(5)) and anti-bunching are observed for scattering-transmission cross-correlations at fast and slow timescales respectively (20) .
To understand the system saturation and switching responses in Figs. 2-3 , we model the quantum dynamics of the SiV-cavity system using the cavity QED parameters measured in Fig. 1 and a three-level model of the SiV center as shown in Figs. 2 and S7 . The results of our calculation (20) are in excellent agreement with our observations (solid curves in Figs. 1-3) . Specifically, the presence of a second metastable state, |u , reduces the extinction in linear transmission (Fig. 1F) and affects the nonlinear saturation response (20, 22) . The metastable state |u also causes dynamics in the photon correlation measurements (Fig. 3) at the thermal relaxation timescale of τ 0 ∼ 10 ns between |u and |c . Upon detection of a transmitted photon, the SiV has an increased likelihood to be projected into state |u , where the SiV is not excited by laser light. Consequently, for a time period (∼ τ 0 ) given by the lifetime of state |u , the SiV-cavity system will have higher transmission and reduced scattering resulting in enhanced g (2) T T and suppressed g (2) ST . If instead a scattered photon is detected first, the SiV is preferentially projected to the coupled state |c . This state undergoes two-level dynamics associated with decreased scattering and enhanced transmission at short times on the order of the excited state lifetime τ e . At longer times of order τ 0 while the system is more likely to remain in the coupled state |c , it exhibits enhanced scattering (g 
Time delay, S2-S1 (ns) ST (τ ). The system response at both the 1 ns and 10 ns timescales results from multilevel dynamics that are captured by our model (solid curves, see (20) ). The g (2) SS is measured under different conditions with above saturation excitation (20) .
(g (2) ST , Fig. 3C ). These results are also consistent with the optical switching dynamics in Fig. 2 where the system is polarized using a classical gate pulse instead of a single photon detection event and the relaxation dynamics at the same timescale τ 0 are observed. Tunable single-photon source using Raman transitions. A key challenge for building scalable quantum networks using solid-state emitters is the spectral inhomogeneity of their optical transitions. Even though the inhomogeneous broadening of SiV centers is suppressed by inversion symmetry, the SiV centers inside nanostructures still display substantial inhomogeneous distribution (seen in Fig. 1E ) due to the residual strain from device fabrication (17) . To mitigate the effect of inhomogeneous broadening, we use Raman transitions between the metastable orbital states of SiV centers. When a single SiV center is excited from the state |u by a driving laser with a detuning of ∆, the emission spectrum includes a spontaneous component at frequency ν ec (labeled S in Fig. 4B ) and a Raman component at frequency ν ec − ∆ (labeled R in Fig. 4B ). The Raman emission frequency and bandwidth can be manipulated by choosing, respectively, the frequency and the intensity of the driving laser.
Tunable single-photon emission is realized experimentally by implanting SiV centers inside a one-dimensional diamond waveguide and exciting the emitters from free space using a continuous driving laser (Fig. 4A) . The diamond waveguide has the same geometry as the cavity shown in Fig. 1B but lacks the periodically-patterned holes. The fluorescence scattering into the diamond waveguide is coupled to a tapered single-mode fiber with ≥ 70% efficiency using adiabatic mode transfer (4, 20, 29) . A scanning Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity is used as a high-resolution filter to measure fluorescence spectra and suppress scattered light from the driving laser and other transitions. As we change the driving laser frequency from near-resonance up to a singlephoton detuning of ∆ = 6 GHz in steps of 1 GHz, we observe a corresponding tuning of the Raman emission frequency ν ec − ∆ while the spontaneous emission frequency remains nearly fixed at ν ec up to an AC Stark shift (Figs. 4C and S8) .
The observed linewidth of the Raman emission R is below that of the spontaneous component S. The Raman linewidth can be controlled by both the detuning and the power of the driving laser, and is ultimately limited by the ground state coherence between states |u and |c at large detunings. At large detunings and low power, we measure a subnatural Raman linewidth of less than 30 MHz (20) . The nonclassical nature of the Raman emission is demonstrated via photon correlations measurements. We find that the Raman photons from a single SiV are antibunched with g (2) single (0) = 0.16 (3) (orange curve in Fig. 5D ) close to the ideal limit g (2) single (0) = 0 (20) . For the continuous excitation used here, we detect Raman photons at a rate of ∼ 15 kHz from a single SiV center. After a Raman scattering event, the SiV cannot scatter a second photon within the metastable orbital state relaxation timescale τ 0 which limits the Raman emission rate. This rate can be improved using a pulsed excitation scheme in which the SiV center is first prepared in the state |u via optical pumping and subsequently excited with a A single SiV center in a diamond waveguide is excited with a laser field from free space. Photons scattered into the diamond waveguide are coupled to a single-mode fiber using an adiabatic waveguide-fiber coupler with ≥ 70% efficiency (20, 29) . A scanning Fabry-Perot (FP) filter cavity (κ F P /2π = 150 MHz, F SR = 37 GHz) is used as a high-resolution filter to measure emission spectra. (B) Under off-resonant excitation at a single photon detuning ∆, the emission spectrum contains spontaneous emission (labeled S) at frequency ν ec and narrow Raman emission (labeled R) at frequency ν ec − ∆. The vertical frequency axis is not to scale. (C) For the curves shown, the detuning ∆ is varied from 0 to 6 GHz in steps of 1 GHz and a corresponding tuning of the Raman emission frequency is observed. The red curves in (B) and (C) are the same data. driving laser field of desired shape and duration. This approach can further be used to control the timing and the shape of the single-photon pulses (30) . Unlike previous demonstrations of Raman tuning of solid-state quantum emitters (31) (32) (33) , the tuning range demonstrated here (20) is comparable to the inhomogeneous distribution of the SiV ensemble and can thus be used to tune pairs of SiV centers into resonance. Entanglement of SiV centers in a diamond nanophotonic waveguide. Quantum entanglement is an essential ingredient of quantum networks (1, 34) . Although optical photons were recently used to entangle solid-state qubits over long-distances (35, 36) , optically-mediated entanglement of solid-state qubits in a single nanophotonic device has not yet been achieved.
We use two spatially-separated SiV centers inside a one-dimensional diamond waveguide (Fig. 5A ) and continuously excite each SiV on the |u → |e transition with a separate laser. We utilize an efficient probabilistic entanglement generation scheme based on detection of indistinguishable photons (36, 37) . We match the frequency and intensity of the Raman emission of the two emitters by controlling the frequency and intensity of each laser field, resulting in indistinguishable Raman photons scattered by two SiV centers. The generation and verification of the entangled state using photon correlations can be understood in terms of the level diagrams involving the metastable states |u and |c as shown in Figs. 5B and 5C (9, 38, 39) . For two independent emitters in state |u , each SiV scatters Raman photons to the waveguide at a rate Γ 1D . When the Raman transitions of the two SiVs are tuned into resonance with each other, it is fundamentally impossible to distinguish which of the two emitters produced a waveguide photon. Thus, detection of an indistinguishable single photon leaves the two SiV centers prepared in the entangled state |B = (|cu + e iφ |uc )/ √ 2 (37, 39) (Fig. 5B) , where φ is set by the propagation phase between emitters spaced by ∆L and the relative phase of the driving lasers which is constant in each experimental run (Fig. S9) . This state is a two-atom superradiant Dicke state with respect to the waveguide mode, independent of the value of ∆L (39). This implies that even though there is only a single excitation stored in the state |B , it will scatter Raman photons at a rate 2Γ 1D that is twice the scattering rate of a single emitter. This enhanced emission rate into the waveguide mode can be used as a signature of entanglement.
Entanglement generation is verified using photon correlation measurements (Fig. 5, (39) ). We excite the Raman emission of two SiV centers with continuous lasers and observe photon correlations measured in the waveguide mode. If the Raman transitions of the two SiVs are not tuned into resonance, the photons are distinguishable and the detection of the first photon prepares the system in a statistical mixture of states |uc and |cu (Fig. 5C ). After the first photon detection, these states scatter photons at the single emitter rate of Γ 1D resulting in the measured g (2) dist (0) = 0.63 (3) (blue curve in Fig. 5D ) close to the conventional limit associated with two single photon emitters g 
single (0) = 0.16 (3) for SiV1 (orange data), and g
single (0) = 0.16 (2) for SiV2. Blue: Both SiVs excited; Raman photons are spectrally distinguishable. Red: Both SiVs excited; Raman photons are tuned to be indistinguishable. The observed contrast between the blue and the red curves at g (2) (0) is due to the collectively enhanced decay of state |B . The solid curves are fits to a model described in (20) .
is observed in photon correlations around zero time delay with g (2) ind (0) = 0.98 (5) (red curve in Fig. 5D ). The observed interference peak at short time delays results from the collective emission enhancement associated with the entangled state |B which enhances the probability of the second photon emission by a factor of two, resulting, in the ideal limit, in g (2) ind (0) = 1 (similar to photon correlations of laser light, see (20) ).
The visibility of the interference signal in photon correlation measurements in Fig. 5D can be used to evaluate a lower bound on the conditional entanglement fidelity F = B|ρ|B (20) . For experimental runs where we detect a photon coincidence within the interference window (rate ∼ 0.5 Hz), we obtain a lower bound on the conditional fidelity of F ≥ 82(7)%. This conditional fidelity is primarily limited by laser leakage and scattering from nearby SiVs that yield false detection events (20) . Since it is evaluated upon the detection of two photons, it is not affected by imperfect state initialization and photon losses. Our measurements also demonstrate entanglement generation after a single Raman photon detection (rate ∼ 30 kHz). As discussed in (20) , using photon correlation data and steady state population of SiV orbital states, we find that a single photon detection results in an entangled two SiV state with positive concurrence C > 0.090 (0.024), which is limited by imperfect initialization in state |uu . This single photon detection approach can be extended to efficiently create high-fidelity, heralded entanglement, by initializing the two SiVs and operating in the pulsed regime (36, 37) .
The width of the interference signal in Fig. 5D can be used to extract a lifetime T * 2 ≈ 2.5 ns of the entangled state |B . The main contribution limiting this lifetime is imperfect spectral tuning of the two Raman photons from the two SiVs, resulting in a relative frequency detuning δ. In this regime, detection of a first photon results in a state |ψ(τ ) = (|cu +e i(φ−2πδτ ) |uc )/ √ 2 that oscillates at frequency δ between states |B and the subradiant state |D = (|cu −e iφ |uc )/ √ 2. Since |D does not couple to the waveguide mode due to destructive interference, fluctuations in δ over different realizations result in decay of the collectively enhanced signal (central peak in red curve in Fig. 5D ). In our experiment, this relative linewidth is limited by the procedure used to stabilize the Raman emission frequencies and could be improved by using a stable narrowband reference cavity. Note that under the continuous driving used in our experiment, the optical pumping rate out of state |u determines the upper limit on the coherence time of state |B , an effect that can also be circumvented using a pulsed excitation scheme. Outlook. In our experiments, control over the SiV orbital states is limited by finite phonon occupation at 4 K, which causes relaxation between the metastable orbital states |u and |c and limits their coherence times to less than 50 ns. Millisecond-long coherence times should be achievable by operating at temperatures below 300 mK or engineering the phononic density of states to suppress phonon relaxation processes (21, 27) . Even longer-lived quantum memories can potentially be obtained by storing the qubit in the 29 Si nuclear spin ancilla (27) .
The demonstrated cooperativity in our nanocavity experiment is lower than the theoretical estimate based on an ideal two-level emitter optimally positioned in a cavity (20) . The discrepancy is likely due to a combination of factors including imperfect spatial and polarization alignment, phonon broadening (21), finite quantum efficiency (13) , the branching ratio of the transition and residual spectral diffusion (17) . These imperfections also limit the collection efficiencies obtained in our waveguide experiments. Despite uncertainties in individual contributions, operation at lower temperatures and improved nanophotonic designs using slow-light waveguides (7) and cavities with higher Q/V ratios should enable spin-photon interfaces with very high cooperativity C 1. Furthermore, the efficient fiber-diamond waveguide coupling can be improved to exceed 95% efficiency (29) . The combination of these improvements should enable near-deterministic spin-photon interfaces operating at GHz bandwidth.
Our work demonstrates key ingredients required for realizing on-chip quantum networks, including realization of single-photon switches, generation of tunable single photons and entanglement of solid-state emitters. These demonstrations open up new possibilities for realizing large-scale systems involving multiple emitters strongly interacting via photons. Our fabrication approach can be used to create systems involving many coupled emitters per cavity as well as arrays of multiple atom-cavity nodes. Using Raman tuning techniques, the cavity mode can be used as a quantum bus to generate complex multi-photon states with controlled interactions (40) , as well as deterministic entanglement and tunable interactions between individually addressable emitters (24, 41) . Because of the large cavity bandwidth, more than ten coupled emitters can be addressed independently in a single cavity to form complex quantum nodes that efficiently couple to a fiber network. Such a system can be used to implement robust quantum gates for either photonic or spin qubits with integrated error detection and correction (42) , paving the way for the realization of integrated quantum networks with applications such as long-distance quantum communication (1) (2) (3) .
